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§ 1. Introductory 
In a previous paper [1] a number of integrals of E-functions with 
respect to their parameters were evaluated. In this paper further integrals 
of this type are obtained. From these similar integrals involving BESSEL 
and other functions can be deduced. Some of these results were suggested 
by a study of Mellin's inversion formula. For the definitions and properties 
of the E-functions the reader is referred to ([2], pp. 352-358). 
The following formulae ([2], pp. 151, 348, 394, 395) will be employed 
in the proofs. 
(1) 
where c>O, Jamp zJ<!n, z#O. 
Here the contour can be replaced by the n-axis, idented to the righ 
of the origin. 
If the contour is bent to the left above and below, the restriction 
Jamp zJ < fn can be replaced by Jamp z/ < n ( [2], pp. 37 4, 37 5). 
If R({J)>O, JampzJ<n, z#O, 
00 
(2) E(IX, fJ:: z) = F(!X) I e-J. )Jl-1 ( 1 +Afz)-"' dA.. 
0 
Here the second restriction can be replaced by the more general 
restriction Jamp zJ < L provided that, when n<;amp z< in, the A.-axis is 
rotated through an acute angle so as to make Jamp (A.jz)/ <n. 
If it is desired to remove the first restriction, the integral along the 
A.-axis should be replaced by a contour starting at infinity on the A.-axis, 
passing round the origin, and returning to infinity. 
If R(1Xv+ 1 ) > 0, 
00 (3) I e-J. A"'P+l- 1 E(p; IX,: q; (!8 ; zjA.)dA. = E(p+ 1; 1Xr: q; e: z). 
0 
The restriction on 1Xv+1 can be removed by replacing the path of 
integration by a contour from infinity, passing round the origin, and 
returning to infinity. 
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If R(ev+l) > R(IXv+l) > o, 
( 4) , ~ J .A."'"+l-1 (1- .A.)Q•+l-"'J>+l-1 E(p~ IX,: q; e.: zj.A.) d.A. = . . . . 
( - F(eqH-IXv+l) E(p+ 1, IX,. q+ 1, e,.z). 
The restrictions can be removed by replacing the path of integration 
by a contour of the type (0+, 1 +, 0-, 1- ). 
(5) 1 . -2 • f e' E-fl.+l E(p; IX,: q; e.: Ez) dE= E(p; IX,: q+ 1; e.: z), 
:n:~ 
where the path of integration starts from - oo on the E-axis, passes 
positively round the origin, and returns to - oo on the E-axis 'YJ the initial 
value of amp z being - n. 
If R(h) > o, ([3], p. 131), 
00 
(6) f e--l .A_k- 1 E(p; IX,:q; e,:zj.A.2) d.A. = 2k-l n-i E(p+ 2; IX,:q; e,:z/4), 
0 
where IXv+l=tk, 1Xv+2 =!(k+1). The restriction on k can be removed as 
in (3). 
If lamp zl <n, ([2], p. 150), 
(7) 
(8) 
F(z) N y(2n) z•-te-.o, 
F(z+IX)jF(z) N z"'. 
Here the restriction f(z) N cp(z) indicates that f(z)jcp(z) -+ 1 as lzl -+ oo. 
If I amp z I < n- 15, where 15 is small and positive, the convergence is uniform. 
§ 2. Integration of an E-function regarded as a function of its parameters .. 
The formula to be proved is 
(9) ~ 2!i f u-C E(IXv ... , 1Xp. 1X+E, {J- E:q; e,:z) dE= ! 
( = 2"'+1l-1 n-l u"'(1 +u)-0<-,8 E {p+2; IX,:q; e,: iz(1 +u)2ju}, 
where 1Xv+1 =!(1X+{J), 1Xv+s=!(1X+{J+1), lampzl<in, and, for simplicity, 
it is assumed that u is real and positive. Here the integral is taken up 
the 'Y}-axis, deformed if necessary, to ensure that -IX lies to the left of 
the contour. 
In proving (9) consider first the case p=q=O. Then from (2), if 
lamp zl<in, 
1 
-2 .fu-;E(fJ+E,{J-C::z)dE= :n:~ 
1 00 
= -. f u-~ F(1X+E) dE f e-l .A_P-~- 1(1 +Afz)-"'-~ d.A. = 
2:n:t 0 
(A) = j e-.a .A_P- 1(1 +Afz)-"' d.A. -21 . f F(1X+E){u.A.(1 +Afz)}-~ dE= 0 :n:~ 
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(B) = u"' f e-A A_a+li- 1 dA. _!,_d I'(~){uA.(1 +A.fz)}-; d~ = 
0 2n~ 
00 
=U"' Je-AU+uJA_a+fl- 1 E{::zf(uA.2)}d) .., = by (1), 
0 
00 
= u"'( l + u)-a-Jl J e-A A_a+Jl- 1 E{:: z( l + u )2J(uA.2)} dA. = 
0 
= 2"+il- 1 n-• u"'(l +u)-a-Jl E {t(a + j3), !(a+ j3 + 1):: !z( 1 +u)2/u}, 
by (6) .. Here the restriction R(a+j3)>0 can, if desired, be removed by 
the method suggested in connection with formulae (3) and (6). 
Note 1. The change of order of integration can be justified as follows: 
In (A) the interior integral can be divided into three parts: (i) the integral 
along the 'i}-axis from -ioo to -iy, where y is positive; (ii) the integral 
from - iy to iy to the right of the 'i}-axis; (iii) the integral along the 'i}-axis 
from iy to ioo. 
On (iii), from (7) and (8), 
I'(a + ~) = { I'(a + i'i})/ l'(i'i})} J'(i'i}) <.") ( i'i} )"' V(2n) (i'i})i'l- • e-i'l 
and therefore, if a= e + ia, where e and a are real, 
II'(a+~)l <.") V(2n) e-*"('l+al 'i}Q-t. 
Again, if amp z=fJ, amp A=cp, where lfJI<ln, lcfol<!n, since 
(1 +A.fz)= (1 +zfA.)A.fz. 
amp (1 +A.Jz)=cp- fJ+amp (1 +zfA.). 
Now, E being assigned, small and positive, a positive number d can be 
found so large that 
lamp (1 +z/A.)I < E, lA. I ;;;;d. 
Hence, if 'i};;;;;y, IA.I ;;;;;d, 
IF(a+i'i})ji{uA.(1 +A.fz)}-i'~i-;;,M exp { -'i}(tn- 2cp+ () ± E)}'i}P-•, 
where M is a constant. 
Now cfo can always be chosen so that the coefficient of - 'iJ in the argu-
ment of the exponential function is positive. Thus the change in the 
order of integration is justified, ([4], pp. 503, 504). 
The same argument applies to (i), since 
j( -i'i})-i'11 = e-*"'1. 
Therefore, since there is no difficulty in dealing with (ii), the change 
of order of integration at (A) is justified. 
Note 2. In order to justify the application of (i) at (B) it is necessary 
to show that 
jamp {A.(1+A.fz)}l<!n. 
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If J OJ< fn, put cp = 0, then ).jz is real and positive, and 
Jamp {A(1 +A/z}}J <fn. 
If fn:;;;;O<n, take cp=fO; then A2jz is real and positive, and 
Jamp {A(l +Afz)}J = Jamp (A+ Al!cjz)J <fn. 
If n:;;;; J 0 J <in, choose cp acute, of the same sign as 0, so that 2cp- 0 is 
acute. Then A+A2jz lies in the first or the fourth quadrant, and therefore 
Jamp (A+A2/z)J <fn. 
Formula (9) can now be deduced by applying (3), (4) and (5). 
When p;;;;_q+ 1, the L.H.S. of (9) can be put in the form 
~I u-< IT I J .l.f•-1(1-At)e,-<>,-1 dJ.t 
2m t~ 1 F((!t -ext) 0 
Now the axes of integration, Aq+v ••• , J.P can all be rotated through angles 
between - !n and fn. Hence formula (9) is valid for 
Jamp zJ <in+ (p-q)tn= f(p-q+ 3)n. 
In particular, when p=q= 0, on replacing z by 2z and applying the 
formula 
(10) cos nn E(f+n, !-n:: 2z)= V(2nz) e"Kn(z), 
it is found that 
(1.1) ~ 2~i I sec ~n K.;(z) u-< d~ = 
? = Vu {;'tV(2z)(l +u)}~1 e-• E{-!, 1 :: fz(l +u)2/u}, 
where J amp zJ < \n and u is real and positive. 
Similarly an integral involving Whittaker functions can be obtained 
by applying the formula 
(12) E(t-k+m, !-k-m:: z) = F(f-k+m) T(f-k-m) z-kelzWk,m(z). 
§ 3. E-function integrals expressed in terms of Bessel functions and 
E-functions: 
It will now be shown that 
(13) ~ 2~i I w-< E(1Xl, ·· ., aP, H+!n, !~ -!n :~;e.: w2 z) d~ ~ . . . 
( - 4Kn(2w) E(p' IX, • q' e • . z), 
where Jamp wJ < fn, JampzJ < (p-q+ 1)tn, if p;;;;_q and Jamp zJ < !n if 
p<q. The integral is taken up the n-axis. The contour being deformed 
to ensure that ± n lie to the left of it. 
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The formula 
(14) 
00 
K,.(z) = tz-'11 I e-i(-<+z'/.l) A,n-1 dA., 
0 
where z""' 0, jamp zj < tn, will be required in the proof. By revolving 
the axis of integration about the origin till its amplitude is equal to 
that of z it can be shown that the formula is valid for jamp zj < tn. 
Assume to begin with that p=q=O, then, on applying (2) and changing 
the order of integration, it is found that the integral is equal to 
ye-A A,in- 1{1 + A.f(w2 z)}i'll d.?c 2~i I F( t ~- tn) (~2 + ~ r·; d~, 
where jamp zj <in, I amp wj < fn. 
If jamp wj <in, then I amp ((~2) + D I< tn, while if tn~ jamp wj <in, 
on taking ampA.=ampw, it is seen that !amp((~)+~)! <i· 
Now replace ~ by 2~ + n, and get 
100 
= 2 ro-"' e-;; I e-(.t+w'j.t) A."'- 1 dA., by (2), 
0 
= 4 K,.(2 w) E(:: z), by (14), 
On generalizing formula (13) is obtained. 
From the note on formula (I) it follows that, if the contour is bent 
to the left above and below, (13) is still valid when jamp wj = tn. 
The following formula can then be deduced. ll { etin(~-nl E(av ... ,av,l~+tn,!~-tn:q;e.:u2 e-inz)} -.Iu-~ . . d~ (15) 2m -e-1:>"(~-nl E(av.···,av,H+f~,t~~!~:q;e.:u2e-""'z) 
= 4tnJ,.(2u)E(p, ar.q, e •. z), 
where u is real and positive and jamp zj <(p-q+ 1)tn if p>q, jamp zj<ln 
if p<q. 
In the proof the following formulae are required ([2] pp. 268, 273). 
( 16) 
(17) 
K,.(z) = e1""iGn(e'inz), 
inJn(z) = Gn(z)-ei""'Gn(einz), 
On applying (13) to the L.H.S. of (15) it becomes 
4 {e-iin" Kn(2 u e-'m)- elinn Kn(2 u e'm)} E(p; ar: q; e.: z). 
Now, from (16), the expression in the bracket is equal to 
Gn(2 u)- ei"" Gn(2 u ein"). 
Hence, from (17), the result follows. 
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By employing (10) and (12) various formulae, involving Bessel and 
Whittaker functions, can be deduced. 
§ 4. An integral involving Gauen's hypergeometric function: 
The formula to be proved is 
(18) 
( ~ J !_ie~:+~)T(fJ+~) w-< F(rx fJ· rx+fJ+~· z- 1) d~ 
) 2m T(e~:+f3+~) ' ' ' z 
? = {T(rx) T({J)}- 1 e-w E(rx,{J:: wz), 
where R(rx) > 0. R({J) > 0, R(z) > l and !amp w! <ln. The last restriction 
can be extended by bending the contour to the left both above and below. 
On applying the formula 
(19) F( {3 . • ) -· T(y) Joo,fJ-1(1 ,)_Y(1 AZ d,)-"d, rx, ,y,z- T(f3)T(y-f3) 0 A +A -- 1+;. A 11, 
where R({J) > 0, R(y- fJ) > 0, !z! < 1 and changing the order of integration 
it is found that the L.H.S. of (18) is equal to 
r~;) r ).f!-1(1 +.?.)-"'(1- 1:;.. z~1r" 2!i J T(~) {w(1 +.?.)}-~d~ 
wfJ 
= T({J) e-w J e--'w).f!-1(1+Afz)-"d.?., 
by (1), and, from (2), the result follows. 
As before a number of special results can be deduced by applying 
formulae (10) and (12). 
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